THE GATEWAY BUILDING
116 West Main Street | Salisbury, MD 21801

DEAL STORY:
The welcoming rebirth of downtown Salisbury continues at an accelerating rate, with a
real momentum established that hardly seems stoppable. But this is not the first transformation for Salisbury’s downtown corridor. The once vibrant, people-friendly, cultural
and historical hub evolved in the late 1970’s when the downtown transitioned from a retail
heavy district to business office space. This created a barrier for foot traffic as people
were cut off from walking through downtown buildings into the plaza area. It was no
longer a pedestrian welcoming space but more of an inconvenient place where people
drove to work, parked and at the end of the day - went home.
At the time the best course of action being discussed was to tear down the Gumby Galleria building (Gateway Building), and construct a street from Camden Street to the Plaza,
and the connecting to Saint Peters Street. Not everyone agreed. Salisbury philanthropist and business pioneer, Richard Henson, and then Mayor Paul Martin recognized the
impact traffic had on the success and growth of downtown businesses but saw an opportunity to create traffic movement through the group of buildings downtown without having
to tear any buildings down. Preserving buildings and providing a safe, secure means
of access from parking to access the Plaza. Local developers Palmer Gillis and Tony
Gilkerson were approached with a request to preserve the Gateway Building by renovating the space to save it from being demolished and provide the right of way through the
building from Parking lot #1 to the Plaza.
Our development team recommended and followed through with the consolidation of two
buildings into one to spread the cost of the renovation across more square footage. Over
time, the development team attracted one tenant after another to occupy the renamed,
Gateway Building. Tenants including Faw & Casson, Long & Foster, Stone Mill Book and
Bean, Wilmington Trust, Mercantile Mortgage and the rest was infill development.
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QUICK Facts:

• Pedestrian traffic solution
• Secure, well-lit, clean, no cost
to taxpayers
• 30,000 square feet
• Renovation/Preservation
• Downtown Transformation

“

back then i owned mangles, a
women’s clothing store and
gumby’s galleria next door. i
needed a builder - i was just a
real estate guy. i sold it to
palmer gillis and he made it look
beautiful. we re-did the whole
site and transformed it into a
functional space that
contributed to the energy and
activity on the plaza.
Bill Ahtes

”

Salisbury Entrepreneur, Early Downtown
Salisbury Developer
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